SESSIONS OF SPECIAL INTEREST FOR NURSES & AHP

If you are a nurse or allied health professional (physiotherapist, dietician, pharmacist, etc) working in critical care, there are a number of sessions which may be of particular interest to you:

**SUNDAY 21 OCTOBER**

**ROOM PARIS**
17:00-18:35  OPENING SESSION

**MONDAY 22 OCTOBER**

**ROOM STOCKHOLM | THEMATIC SESSION |**
08:30-09:30  ICM YEAR IN REVIEW: LEARNING FROM RECENT PAPERS

**ROOM BM6**
12:00-14:00  WORKSHOP: SCIENTIFIC WRITING - A BEGINNERS’ GUIDE
>> REGISTRATION ESSENTIAL!

**ROOM BM6 | THEMATIC SESSION |**
16:00-17:30  N&AHP RESEARCH & NETWORKING: WHAT’S NEW?

**AREA LILLE | POSTER CORNER |**
16:00-18:00  REHABILITATION & OUTCOMES

**TUESDAY 23 OCTOBER**

**ARENA | INDUSTRY SPONSORED SESSION |**
12:40-13:40

**ARENA | POSTER CORNER |**
15:20-16:30  MAKING A DIFFERENCE

**ROOM GLASGOW | THEMATIC SESSION |**
16:00-18:00  CARING FOR THE DYING

**AREA NICE | POSTER CORNER |**
16:00-18:00  PAEDIATRICS & SAFETY

**ROOM BRUSSELS**
18:15-19:30  ESICM GENERAL ASSEMBLY

**WEDNESDAY 24 OCTOBER**

**ROOM GLASGOW | THEMATIC SESSION |**
08:30-10:00  DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?

**ROOM BM6 | THEMATIC SESSION |**
12:00-14:00  WORKSHOP: SCIENTIFIC WRITING - A BEGINNERS’ GUIDE
>> REGISTRATION ESSENTIAL!

**ROOM BM6 | THEMATIC SESSION |**
16:00-17:30  N&AHP RESEARCH & NETWORKING: WHAT’S NEW?

**AREA LILLE | POSTER CORNER |**
16:00-18:00  REHABILITATION & OUTCOMES

**ROOM PARIS | THEMATIC SESSION |**
17:00-18:35  OPENING SESSION

**ROOM STOCKHOLM | THEMATIC SESSION |**
08:30-09:30  ICM YEAR IN REVIEW: LEARNING FROM RECENT PAPERS

**ROOM BM6**
12:00-14:00  WORKSHOP: SCIENTIFIC WRITING - A BEGINNERS’ GUIDE
>> REGISTRATION ESSENTIAL!

**ROOM BM6 | THEMATIC SESSION |**
16:00-17:30  N&AHP RESEARCH & NETWORKING: WHAT’S NEW?

**AREA LILLE | POSTER CORNER |**
16:00-18:00  REHABILITATION & OUTCOMES

**TUESDAY 23 OCTOBER**

**ROOM GLASGOW | THEMATIC SESSION |**
08:30-09:30  ICM YEAR IN REVIEW: LEARNING FROM RECENT PAPERS

**EXHIBITION AREA | INTERACTIVE DEBATE |**
09:45-10:45  ADVANCED NON-MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS: DO THEY HAVE A PLACE IN ICU?

**AREA TOULOUSE | POSTER CORNER |**
10:10-12:10  QUALITY INTERVENTIONS

**ROOM GLASGOW | CLINICAL CHALLENGES SESSION |**
11:00-11:50  HOW DO I HUMANISE PATIENT CARE?

**ROOM ROME | THEMATIC SESSION |**
11:00-12:00  ICM YEAR IN REVIEW: EDITORS’ BEST PICKS